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An interesting infinite series relation was proven recently by applying a certain 
known generalization of the Riemann-Liouville and Erdelyi-Kober operators of 
fractional calculus. In our attempt to give a much simpler proof of this result, 
without using the generalized fractional calculus operator, we are led here to 
another class of infinite series relations. Some relevant connections with a number 
of known results are also indicated. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
In the theory of the psi (or digamma) function 
q(z) =; (log ml} = + (1) 
it is a well-known (rather classical) result that 
f (VI” 
-=Ij(n)-IC/(a-V) 
n= 1 n(n), 
(Re(A-v)>O;A#O, -1, -2, . ..). (2) 
where (A), is the familiar Pochhammer symbol defined by 
(nL= 
r(n+n) 1, 
I 
if it = 0, 
r(n) = A(A+l)...(A+n-l), if nEN={l,2,3 ,... }. 
(3) 
The summation formula (2) and its various special cases were revived 
recently as illustrations emphasizing the usefulness of the Riemann- 
Liouville fractional integral operator 0;’ defined by 
D;‘Lf(z)) = (Re(v) > 0). 
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See, for a detailed historical account of (2) and of its numerous consequences 
and generalizations, one of the latest works on the subject by Nishimoto 
and Srivastava [I]. From the work of Nishimoto and Srivastava [ 11, we 
choose to recall here two interesting consequences of the summation 
formula (2) which are contained in 
THEOREM 1 (Nishimoto and Srivastava [ 1, p. 1041). Let (Q,,}~+ be a 
suitably bounded sequence of complex numbers. Also let the parameters ;i and 
v be constrained by 
Then 
Re(l - v) > 0 (AfO, -1, -2 ,... ). (5) 
and 
provided that the series involved converge absolutely. 
As a matter of fact, Nishimoto and Srivastava [l, p. 1051 also gave 
hypergeometric forms of their assertions (6) and (7). Recently, in a sequel 
to the work of Nishimoto and Srivastava [ 11, Raina [3] proved an infinite 
series relation which generalizes the assertion (6) of Theorem 1. With a 
view to recalling Raina’s result, we begin by introducing a generalized 
hypergeometric ,F, series defined by (cf., e.g., Slater [IS, Chap. 21) 
[ 
a1 3 . . . . rFs L..,"B,I . 1 m (%)?I.. . (a,),znz =.C,(81),-.(P,).n! 
! r~s,~z~<Oo;r=s+l,~z~<l;r=s+l,lzl=l, and 
(8) 
Re( i B,- i: a,)>O>, 
J=I .i= I 
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provided that no zeros appear in the denominator. A slightly modified form 
of the main result in Raina’s paper [3], involving a special case of (8) 
when r = 3, s = 2, and z = 1, is given by 
THEOREM 2 (cf. Raina [3, p. 1731). In terms of a suitably bounded 
sequence {A,}~=, of complex numbers, let 
T,(z)= f A 
kzO k b-~-~Y)k (p+n)kk!3F2 
Suppose also that 
Re(p)>max{Re(a), WB+Y)) (p#O, -1, -2 )... ). (10) 
Then 
-Il/(P-B-r+k)l$ (11) 
provided that the series involved converge absolutely. 
The proof of Theorem 2, detailed by Raina [3], depends rather heavily 
upon the following generalization of the Riemann-Liouville fractional 
integral operator (4), as also of the Erdelyi-Kober fractional integral 
operator, 
which has indeed been studied in a number of works by (for example) 
Saigo [4], Srivastava and Saigo [6], and Owa et al. [2]. The present 
paper stems from our attempt to give a much simpler direct proof of 
Theorem 2 without using the fractional integral operators 0;” and Zt;Fq 
defined by (4) and (12), respectively. Our direct proof of Theorem 2 is 
shown here to apply mutatis mutandis to derive an analogous result 
(contained in Theorem 3 below) which generalizes the assertion (7) of 
Theorem 1. 
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2. DERIVATIONS WITHOUT USING FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
There are a number of ways in which Theorem 2 would apply to yield 
the assertion (6) of Theorem 1. Only one such way was considered by 
Raina [3, p. 1741 who set 
6) B=a, y=o, and 
Q,, 
nn=Gx 
(nENO=Nu{o}). 
As a matter of fact, the assertion (6) of Theorem 1 would follow from 
Theorem 2 rather simply when 
(ii) /I=0 and fill 
nn=cin 
(n E No) 
or 
(iii) y=O and Qn 
nn=Gin 
(HE NoI. 
Additionally, in view of the Gauss summation theorem [S, p. 281 
=Uc)r(c-a-b) 
T(c-a)T(c-b) 
(Re(c-a-h)>O), (13) 
it is not difficult to recover the assertion (6) of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 
when either 
(iv) fi=a, 
sz 
An=- (n E b), and PL’P+Y 
or 
(VI y=z, n nn=a (n E N”), and P-+--r++. 
In each of the live instances described above, Theorem 2 yields the 
assertion (6) of Theorem 1. A similar generalization of the assertion (7) of 
Theorem 1 is provided by Theorem 3 below, which we prove here with a 
view to illustrating our derivations (without using fractional calculus) of ail 
such generalizations of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. In terms of a suitably bounded sequence { A,,},Z_, qf 
complex numbers, let 
S,(z) = f Ak 
(P - B)k (a + n)k zk 
X=0 (p+n)k . 
p PI 
a+n+k S, y; 1 1 cc+k,p+n++k; ’ (14) 
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Suppose also that the parameters CI, /?, y, and ,u are constrained by (10). 
Then 
f o,s,(z)Jw-b4-Y) 
2 Ak 
t/J - P - Y)k talk 
n = 1 n(A m-~B)~(P-YY)k=o (P-rlk 
provided that the series involved converge absolutely. 
ProoJ For a simple and direct proof of Theorem 3, without using the 
fractional integral operators defined by (4) and (12), let o(z) denote the 
left-hand side of the assertion (15). Then, substituting for S,(z) from (14) 
and applying the definitions (3) and (8), we have 
k,r=O r! (a+k)r (p+n)k+r 
=k,;O Ak 
where the inversion of the order of summation can be justified by the 
absolute convergence of the series involved. 
The innermost series in (16) is summable by means of the well-known 
result (2) with 
v=a+k+r and Il=,u+k+r (k r E NoI, 
and we thus obtain 
a(z)= f /ik 
k=O 
(17) 
provided that [cf. Eq. (5)] 
Re(p--a)>0 (PLO, -1, -2 ,... ). (18) 
Now it is not difficult to see from the definitions (1) and (8) that 
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which, in view of the Gauss summation theorem (13), yields 
=(c)f(c---bb) [$(c-u)+$(c-b)-l)(C)-$(C-u-b)], = f(r -a) f(c - b) 
(20) 
provided that the parameters a, b, and c are restricted as in (13). 
Applying (20) with 
a = 8, b=y, and c=p+k (k E W, 
we find from (17) that 
o(z) = r(P) W-B-Y) O3 1 ‘k 
(P-B - Y)k (U)k 
G-mm-YY)k=O (P-Y)!% 
provided, in addition to the conditions listed in (181, that 
Re(p--/?---)>O. (22) 
This evidently completes our proof of Theorem 3 under the constraints 
( 18) and (22) which are already stated in ( 10). 
3. REMARKS AND APPLICATIONS 
First of all, we remark that our derivation of Theorem 3 (detailed in the 
preceding section) applies mututis mutundis to prove Theorem 2 which was 
obtained by Raina [3] by means of the fractional integral operator Z;;!%q 
defined by (12). Our direct proof of Theorem 3 (and hence also of 
Theorem 2) would make use of the well-known results (2) and (13). 
Although there are a total of five instances in which Theorem 2 was 
shown above to reduce to the assertion (6) of Theorem 1, Theorem 3 
would yield the assertion (7) of Theorem 1 in its special case when either 
p=o and Qn 
nn=En 
(23) 
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or 
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y=o and sz An=& b E NoI. 
We conclude by remarking that Theorems 2 and 3, together, provide an 
exhaustive generalization of Theorem 1. 
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